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Selectivity & Focus
b y DION GARRETT S e n i o r Pa s t o r

Doing two things at once is
difficult. The brain can handle it
(God’s design is amazing!), but
it has strange ways it adapts to
accommodate the demand. In
spite of this, many of us insist
on a life of multi-tasking. The
demands of life feel far too
taxing to work in sequence; life
requires parallel processing.
But while necessary for managing the demands of
life, a multi-tasking approach is not always the best
environment in which we grow. When it comes to
personal growth, there’s something to be said about
the combination of selectivity and focus.
Yet, when we look in the mirror, we see so many
places to improve and they all seem really important!
As a result, too often, we make the mistake of trying
to tackle too many things at once:

TO-DO-TODAY
Be more present at home
Get that professional certification for work
Spend more time with God
Lose 10lbs
Call mom more
Control your temper

We take on more than we can handle. We spread
ourselves so thin that we don’t see much in the way
of progress. We’re left feeling stuck & defeated.
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But so much can change when we focus on ONE
thing. One thing may not seem like a lot, but an
intentional focus on ONE thing, ONE area to grow,
translates to significant growth.
Dave Ramsey (debt and finance guru) calls it the
“snowball method” (feels quaint as we move into
summer!). His method goes like this: instead of paying
a little to all your creditors, try to focus on knocking
out your smallest debt (while still making the required
minimum payment to the others). Then once you wipe
that out, roll that money into your next largest one,
and so on. The momentum you gain is incredible and
before you know it, you can transform your financial
life, by focusing on one thing at a time.
Patrick Lencioni (organizational leadership guru)
teaches the same thing in organizational success.
He calls it a “thematic goal.” While organizations have
mission statements, vision statements, and complex
multi-year plans, he says sometimes it’s integral to
answer the question, “What’s most important, right
now?” and get everyone in the organization to focus
on that one thing over a 12-18 month period. Years
ago here at Pathfinder, we did that with our student
(youth) ministry. We simply said, “What’s important
to us right now is fixing our student ministry!” The
thriving student ministry we see today is a result of
our entire organization’s focus on one thing.

What's Most Important Right Now?
So, when you look at your life, what’s the one
thing that’s most important right now? Where’s
the one place you need to grow? Is it your spiritual
life, relational life, finances, physical health, mental
wellbeing, or your sense of calling & purpose (a.k.a.
“vocation”)? It may be something small and attainable,
or it can be something urgent and pressing, but resist
the urge to try to grow in 10 different ways. If you’re
cloudy on what’s most important, it’s a great time to
sit with God and ask for guidance. He’ll show you! Just
begin to ask him in prayer. (Read Pray for Your Next
Step on page 3)

It's best not to spend a lot of time trying to find
the one perfect thing. Just start with something and
then give it your focus and attention. Download our
new Pathfinder Church App to get encouragement
through messages and notifications, and join with
others through one of the ways we offer here. Each
year we’ll have three seasons of Action Teams, PopUps that occur throughout the calendar year, and
Intensives—all avenues where you can experience
opportunities of growth with a community
supporting you along the way.
Personally speaking: I know I’m missing God’s
abundance for my life in hundreds of ways, but I also
know that finding a little more wholeness in any part
of my life will bring life to ALL of me. Remember, God
is patient. He’s not standing over you, tapping his foot,
demanding that you get your act together. Instead,
he’s more like that parent teaching a toddler to walk.
He’s holding out life for you, a big smile on his face,
and he’s asking you to focus on the next step.
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Pray for your Next Step
b y A J M A S T I C P a s t o r o f We e k e n d M i n i s t r y
It is our job at Pathfinder Church to help you to lean into his voice, discern the path God has laid out for you,
and encourage you to spend intentional time with God in prayer and in his Word. While there are many ways to
do this, here is a simple process to use.

Five Steps
Set aside some time to pray. Find a quiet place and avoid the use of music or any other distraction.
Bring a journal to take notes as you spend intentional time praying.
Read through the six areas of a whole-life and suggested corresponding Bible verse.

Financial
Financial health brings an indescribable peace to life. By growing in this area,
you’ll experience confidence and reduce the anxiety that is often associated with a
disorganized financial house.
Matthew 6:19-24, 2 Corinthians 8:1-7, Luke 12:13-21

Mental
Invest energy in establishing healthy thought patterns that directly tie to your
emotions and outlook on life. New behaviors and habits are possible. Investing here
can change the course of your life.
Matthew 6:25-34, 2 Corinthians 10:3-5

Physical
A healthy body contributes to health in every other area of our life. The human body is
referred to as a ‘temple’ in the Bible. Fitness matters.
Matthew 7:15-20, 1 Corinthians 6:12-20

Relational
You were designed to be in community with others. It’s vital to invest time meeting
new people and connect with others on deeper levels.
Matthew 5:21-48, 1 Corinthians 10:23-33, Luke 15:11-32

Spiritual
Your connection to God matters. Deepen your understanding of his great love for you
and discover the Biblical relevance for today.
Matthew 5:1-12, 1 Corinthians 10:1-13, Luke 18:9-14

Vocational
God has called and equipped you for a unique path. Invest time and focus in this area
to discover new insights into your personal and professional life.
Matthew 5:13-16, 1 Corinthians 12:1-11, Matthew 25:14-30
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Pray about the six areas of the whole-life.
Ask God questions such as:

“Am I stewarding my resources in a way that blesses myself, my family, as well as others?”
“Are their people in my life that you are calling me to serve?”
“Am I as healthy as I can be mentally or physically?”
“Are my relationships as healthy as they can be?”
“Am I growing spiritually?”
“Do I have a clear purpose?”
“What area would be the most beneficial for me to focus on in this next season of my life?”
Pause to listen for God after each question. As you put your questions before God, it may be helpful
to do the following:
Make yourself available to listen.
Make sure to follow any promptings to throw open your Bible and read what’s on the page or pursue a specific
scripture reference God brings to mind.
Make notes about any impressions or thoughts on each area of focus using the journal you have with you.
If you perceive that God is prompting you, it can be helpful to ask him for confirmation that you have heard
him correctly.

“Is there anything else you want to say to me
today? I’m trying to give you my attention; help me hear you if there’s anything else you
want to speak into my life.”
Before you finish, stop one more time and ask God,

Close with a final prayer. Ask God to give you the courage to take a step toward greater wholeness and to
supply you with whatever you might need to complete it.
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3 Ways to Whole Life
b y C H R I S TO O M E Y D i r e c t o r o f P e o p l e & C u l t u r e

Author and Pastor Andy Stanley once
said, "Where there's no progress, there's
no growth. If there's no growth, there's
no life. Environments void of change are
eventually void of life."
Progress, or taking steps forward, can be difficult,
exhausting, and sometimes scary. But, the growth
and life that results is transformational and incredibly
fulfilling. That is why Pathfinder has an intentional
focus on helping you take steps in every aspect
of your life… financial, mental, physical, relational,
spiritual, and vocational. However, focusing on all of
those at one time can be overwhelming.
We are extending an invitation for you to only focus
on one area each season. Once that area has been
identified, we will walk alongside you by providing
three distinct “vehicles” to help you navigate the
journey towards a Whole Life.

Learn more about Whole Life at Pathfinder
PAT H F I N D E R S T L .O R G / W H O L E L I F E

These are short-term groups that will meet for 8-12
weeks, based on a desire to grow in a common way.
A new slate of Action Teams will be launched each
Spring, Summer, and Fall season. Each season will
be a new beginning, a new opportunity to grow,
and a new step on your journey towards wholeness.
We believe that Action Teams are a critical component
to helping you grow in your focus area while also
finding connection and community along the way.
Here are a few examples of our Summer ‘22
Action Teams:
•
•
•
•

Daniel Plan: 40 Days to a Healthier Life (Spiritual)
Finding Purpose in Vocation (Vocational)
Family Outings in STL (Relational)
Mindfulness & Yoga (Physical)
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These one-time events provide a way to experience
new activities and meet new people in a low-pressure,
low-commitment format, and are a way to help you
connect with new peoples. These events “pop-up” on
the calendar all year round, and help grow you as you
pursue a whole life!
Here are a few examples of Pop-Ups from the past year:
• Bryan Hill Serve Day
• July 4th Celebration
• Dry-Aged Meat Dinner
• Advent by Candlelight
• Soccer Pick-up Game

Did you ever enroll in an intensive academic course?
It was an accelerated, compressed class designed to be
completed in a short amount of time. In our context at
Pathfinder, Intensives are experiences like mission trips,
retreats, leadership adventures, etc. These are unique,
impactful opportunities of growth and community
packed into a 2-14 day experience.
Here are a few examples of Pathfinder Intensives
coming in the next calendar year:
•
•
•
•
•

Cambodia mission trip
Nicaragua mission trip
Missions Week 2022
Women’s Fall Retreat
Pathfinder Adventure (leadership/personal retreat)

We are committed to helping you on your whole life
journey, and have invested a lot of time and thought
developing these different ways that will assist you
along the way. Take a hold of all that God has for you
and discover wholeness like never before!
Consider where God is calling you to grow in this season,
and maybe that’s leading an Action Team next season,
hosting a Pop-Up or Intensive, or participating in any of
the above. Either way, we’re here to walk alongside you
in community this next season.
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S TA F F H I G H L I G H T
What excites you about the year ahead?
I’m excited to explore the area, continue to grow, and
get more plugged into the community. Thankfully,
I’ll get to do these things through my Explore STL
Action Team this summer!
LIGHTNING ROUND

Hobbies | Photography, outdoorsy things, quality time
with my people and doggo!
Movie | Pride and Prejudice (2005) never gets old!
Streaming show | How I Met Your Mother
Food/drink | Tater Tots, Reese’s, & Arnold Palmers
Book | To Kill a Mockingbird. I have a first-edition copy.
STL discovery | The view from below Art Hill at Forest
Park. I get heart eyes every time. That or Kolaches…

Pets | A 3-year-old rescue pup, Gilbert (Gil for short).
He’s 80lbs of mixed-breed good boy.

KA I T LY N B I R D
M A R K E T I N G C O O R D I N AT O R

Holiday | Thanksgiving. Food, family, Fall, and
thankfulness :) – what’s better?
Worship song | Good and Gracious King by CityAlight
Instagrammer (besides Pathfinder) | Written to Speak
(@writtentospeak)

Tell us about where you came from…
I’m an original West Coaster! I was born in California,
and we moved to Bend, Oregon, in elementary school.

What’s your role at Pathfinder?
I manage the creative team’s projects, manage our
social media, and coordinate the website. There’s
always something to organize, brainstorm, create,
and execute–which is what I’m here for!

YouTube channel | Good Mythical Morning with
Rhett & Link

How would Alexa describe you? Direct. To the point.
Motivational quote | “Just a reminder that you’re loved
regardless of your performance.” – Written to Speak
Do you have a favorite picture you’ve taken?
“Balloons Over Bend” from Bend a few summers ago
is a favorite.

What led make the leap and move across the country?
I felt called to move out in faith towards church
marketing. I’ve had a heart for ministry, but not in
“typical” ways. During the interview process, I loved
hearing more about the heart of this place and its
people and felt like I belonged here. God established
my steps along the way, and I couldn’t be more
grateful for where he has me!

Since arriving, what have you discovered about the
church community?
This community is dynamic. The heart of this church
to lead the way towards life change and wholeness is
both simple in nature and inspiring.

What else do people need to know about you?
I’m new here and love to discover new things! Always
taking recommendations of favorite restaurants,
parks/hikes, and places to hopefully take my dog and
paddleboard this summer.
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October 2021 – December 2023

THE 18 MONTHS AHEAD
In mid-May we shared the progress that’s already been made in the first eight
months of the RRR initiative. It’s exciting to see so many people returning to
in-person worship, attending Pop-Ups, and registering for Action Teams.

Pursuing a Whole Life Together

Ultimately, why we’re here is to bring together imperfect people in pursuit of a whole life. The four ministry
targets of RRR are:
1. Increase outside awareness
2. Continue wise technology investments
3. Steward our aging campus infrastructure
4. Focus our ministry on the “Whole Life” of Jesus

These ministry targets point to a whole life, and ultimately they point us to Jesus. Hopefully, you’ve seen
throughout this publication that you are a part of a special church family. Exciting things are happening here,
and every week, more and more people are taking next steps on their journey towards wholeness.

Check out the full progress report at pathfinderstl.org/RRR
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A Growing Support Structure
In Fall 2021, we invited everyone who calls Pathfinder home make a commitment to Return. Rebuild. Reimagine.
Your prayers and financial gifts are needed! To effectively pursue our shared mission and accomplish the four
initiatives of RRR, we need to see giving grow at different levels of financial support. 339 households have
commited through December 2023. By the end of June 2022, we need 85 more households to join the initiative.

Ready to become a pledged household?
Commitment is an important discipline to practice. Jesus talks about the significance of
making a commitment over and over. It’s also a powerful, encouraging way to show your
leaders that you stand with them!
If you’ve not already committed to RRR, we boldly ask you to become one of the next
85 pledged households.

Make Your Financial Pledge
at my.pathfinderstl.org/RRR
Or scan to pledge a gift to Return. Rebuild. Reimagine.
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A Week of Mission;
A Week of Impact.
Testimonies from Mission Week 2021
“Pathfinder doesn’t just throw money at us, they work alongside of us to reach our goals and
that in turn inspires our teachers to invest more of themselves because they know they are
not alone.” Dr. Briscoe, Bryan Hill Elementary School
“One of our team members said how thankful she was for the opportunity. She couldn’t
afford a mission trip but has always wanted to serve. This gave her that chance and she
was thrilled.” Denyse and Michael Bozzay
“A friend of a church member had come to church for the first time the week before
Mission’s Week and signed up with that friend to serve at River Roads the very next week.
Talk about getting plugged in!” Pua Parker
“We were working in the garden at Southside Senior Citizen Center. The women there were
so appreciative of what we were doing. One of them, a 90-year-old woman, was so happy
that she began to sing How Great Thou Art to us right in the middle of the garden. We all
just stopped what we were doing to listen. It was a very moving experience." Dave Raber
“Oh, my goodness, the girls and I are feeling overwhelmed with blessings from the teams this
past week! I can't express just how grateful I am for all the help with the bedroom makeover
project! These kinds of projects are almost impossible for me as a single mom of 6 to get
done! With all the mental health and developmental needs of my girls, I struggle to find the
time and energy! The twins are loving their new "big girl" room! Thank you for taking the
time out of your busy lives to go above and beyond to bless us! May the Lord greatly bless
you in return!” Emily, One Heart Family Ministries
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Meet Our 2022 Interns!
Our vision is to mobilize the next generation of world changers by providing
an opportunity for interns to develop character, calling, and competency as
they participate in the mission of Pathfinder Church.

Anna Lena Curran • Student Ministry
Meramec STLCC
Will invest in relationships with students in grades 6–12, will collaborate in
event preparation and implementation, and will have opportunities to teach
while growing in ability to disciple and lead others.

Megan Mocker • Kids Ministry
Truman State University
Will work with our staff to assist in preparation and implementation of
programming for Sundays, Special Needs Ministry, and family events including
Summer Blast (formerly VBS).

Will Morris • Community Outreach
Butler University
Will help our church connect with the community through projects such as
the 4th of July event, will aid in the planning and execution of summer
mission season, and will engage our Pathfinder community as part of the
Hospitality Team on Sundays.

Garrett Peters • Summer Events
Undecided
Will aid in the planning and execution of all summer events, such as
Summer Blast (formerly VBS) and 4th of July event.

Maddie Reiterman • Worship
Belhaven University
Will participate in multiple aspects of our worship experience including
planning, leading, and technology, all while investing in volunteers of all ages.
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On Mission
The 2022 Easter Giveaway
b y T R AC Y D U N N
D i r e c t o r, O p e r a t i o n s & F i n a n c e

Pathfinder is all about
LIFE... pursuing whole life
for ourselves and bringing
life to those around us.
To that end, our annual church budget allocates
dollars specifically to missions – locally and around
the globe. The pandemic made that very difficult,
that’s been our story of the last two years. Yet, this
church family remained determined to bring life to
our region.
This past Easter, using those allocated mission funds,
our church had an amazing opportunity to give away
$50,000 to three life-giving partner organizations
AND you got to vote on the allocation to each.
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Building a School Culture
Rhythm
b y R AC H E L B AU S C H
Principal of Learning Experience
St. John School has found its rhythm once again,
and this past year we were able to find a beautiful
cadence within our school walls and in our community.
We watched students connect with each other
beyond classroom walls through chapel buddies,
reading buddies, and project-based learning that
transcended throughout the school. Students joined
together and found joy, learning, and fellowship as
they created meaningful relationships. After-school
activities brought new excitement as students grew
in interest focus areas. Parents were welcomed back
into the hallways and classrooms to witness and
participate in school culture and activities. School
community events were bursting with families joining
together to create new connections. We truly feel
alive as the rhythms of life continue to unfold at
St. John School.

Serve
b y D E R E K S C OT T
Principal of Academic Innovation
As evidenced daily by our students and staff, service
permeates our culture. Students help others daily
through acts as simple as holding doors, walking
a friend to the nurse, or taking turns cleaning up after
lunch. Students are also immersed in large service
projects throughout the year such as Arbor Day clean
up and Prosper the City. These moments of service,
big and small, have the cumulative effect of uplifting
our entire school! The service mindset of our staff
also contributes greatly to St. John School’s culture.
On any given day, teachers can be observed helping
students and colleagues alike. During any large school
or church event, teachers are always found amongst
the volunteers. As Matthew 5:16 reads, “... let your
light shine before others, that they may see your good
deeds and glorify your Father in heaven.” With such
strong role models, it's no wonder our students are
eager to serve.
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Breathe Easier
with

Premier provider of home oxygen and sleep therapy equipment including CPAPs and
BiPAPs. Our Clinical Respiratory Program includes:
● State-of-the-Art Sleep Center on-site for fittings, assessments, and
education for oxygen and CPAP/BiPAP patients
● Excellent selection of accessories and supplies
● Personalized approach to your care

Jin Yi, RRT
Respiratory Therapist

===================================================

15464 Olive Boulevard
Chesterfield 63017

(across from Schnucks-Hilltown Village)

www.medresources.com

636-530-4500
Fax: 636-530-4577

SHARON
HUTSON

TEAM
MEMBER SINCE 1985
For Every Move You Make.

D:314.614.4575
O:636.227.3456

Styles change
over time...
And so can your needs. If
your current living situation
is less than ideal, I can help
you find a better fit!
www.SharonHutson.com
©2021 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of
Columbia Insurance Company, a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate. Equal Housing Opportunity.

